NORTH KOREA CONNECTICUT – NO SILVER LINING IN CT. COURTS
Judge Mark T. Gould locked the court room, sealed court records to try to cover the unconscionable
conduct that led to the explosive, “I've had enough of this trial” decision”, meant to cut off any
potential of hearing from the internationally famous Dr. Michael H. Stone, MD Forensic Psychiatrist
who was about to weigh in on the abundence of material reviewed.
Judge Mark T. Gould transferred custody from a Protective Parent, Robin Herzog, into the hands of a
thoroughly documented, evidenced, witnessed child abuser/pedophile, of danger to his own children,
their friends and others whom he will and has drawn into his realm of influence. Judge Gould blocked
technology based evidence of child pornography and the lawyer he employed structured their expert
on internet pornography in such a manner that that expert would never be called. Further corralling of
evidence that would expose the significant arena of gross perversion included the chorus of little
women for whom Judge Mark T. Gould plays out his own fantasies as the court lothario. The pattern of
follow the judge, “ here comes the judge, here comes the judge,” who follows the money in the form of
the predators solicitor whose operatic performance is the best argument for cameras in the courts.
Cameras in the court room are clearly needed to document, if not immediately, preclude procedural and
legal avenues for court corruption that allows transfer of children from the hands of Protective Parents
into the hands of Predators.
If the shock and awe truth of this note spreads dread and anxiety in the reader for fear of libel/slander
retaliation, remember that “sunlight is the disinfectant to putrefaction. The FCVFC intends to create the
new caribean sun in North Korea Ct..
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